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R o m a  O s t e r i a  &  B a r
Dedicated to life’s simple pleasures of 

eating and drinking well, Roma is a nod to 

regional Italian home cooking by Chef Luca 

Pezzera, served in a grand yet inviting space 

in the heart of Jakarta’s SCBD. Drop by for an 

al fresco lunch with the most authentic 

Neapolitan pizza in town, made by world 

champion pizzaiolo Pasqualino Barbasso. A 

leisurely dinner should involve at least one of 

our many iterations of Cacio e Pepe, the 

sublime spaghetti carbonara or the Trippa 

all Romana, accompanied by fantastic 

cocktails.

 

The bar is perfect for a spot of aperitivo as 

well as late-night revelries, o�ering a vibrant 

atmosphere to unwind and socialize. Don't 

miss out on trying the excellent Firenze 

Aperitivo crafted with East Indies dry gin, 

Italian bitter, cucumber purée, fresh lemon, 

and tonic water, or indulge in any of the 

classic and innovative Negronis for a 

delightful experience.

@romaosteriabar



K O N G
KONG is housed in a new colonial-style building on Jl. Pantai Berawa, complete 

with wooden shutters and inner archways, reminiscent of Singapore in the 1920s. This 

motif extends into the lush interiors where wood surfaces complement dark blue walls, 

brightened by polished white floors. The cozy yet elegant ambiance of KONG is 

enhanced by dark corners and velvet touches. We invite you to join us for a relaxed and 

refined evening at KONG.

KONG's refined and personable service, combined with contemporary bistro chic-style 

dishes, makes it an excellent destination for a sophisticated dining experience. You can 

enjoy a relaxed evening in the elegant and cozy ambiance of the lush interiors and 

colonial-style building.

Experience the ultimate 

gin and dine a�air at 

KONG, as they bring you 

the exquisite flavors of 

East Indies Gin perfectly 

paired with our signature 

cuisine, feels like a match 

made in heaven!

@kong_bali

@kong_bali @kong_bali


